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ABSTRACT 
This paper suggests a variety of ways in 
which the number of categories needed for 
characterizing the surface phonetic vowel 
inventory of Hungarian (Table 1) can be 
reduced until eventuall a minimal under- 
lying system (Table 4 is reached. Four 
‘marginal vowels’ (parenthesized in Table 
1) are discussed in particular. [e], [5:], and 
[9:] are argued not to be necessary in the 
underlyin system; on the other hand, non- 
round [0 turns out to be one of the most 
loaded Hungarian vowels: one that surfaces 
as [a] in the regular case, due to an inde- 
pendently motivated rule of the language. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A surface phonetic classification of the 
Hungarian vowel system is shown in Table 
1. The system has fourteen ‘full members’ 
plus four additional candidates (paren— 
thesized) whose phonological status will 
be considered in this paper (Section 2). 
The classification appearing m Table 1 
involves five heights, three points of ar— 

ticulation along the s 'ttal axis, lus 
the rounded/unrounded ‘stinction. 0 vi- 
ously, a number of phonetic details can 
be filtered out of this representation on 
grounds of predictability. ‘Height 1’ is con- 
ventionally labelled ‘High’; the rest of the 
heights might be called Upper Mid, Lower 
Mid, Upper Low, and Lower Low, respec- 
tively. The difference between Upper Mid 
and Lower Mid might be taken to be : 
matter of Tense Lax; but even that is pre— 
dictable (redun ant) on the basis of Long 
vs. Short alternatively, VV vs. V in terms 
of timing ots). On the other hand, the two 
Lows may be simply taken to be the same 
height phonologically: the exact height of 
[(a) a:], as well as their centrality, is a mat- 
ter of phonetic implementation since in the 
(morpho)phonological pattern of H ar- 
ian [a:] behaves as a low back vowel e.g. 
with respect to vowel harmony, long/s ort 
alternations, etc.). Hence, the simplified 
pattern in Table 2 emerges; this classifi- 
cation will serve as the general framework" 
within which the phonological status of the 

Table I 

FRONT CENTRAL BACK 
UNROUNDED ROUNDED UNROUNDED ROUNDED 

HEIGHT 1 i i: ii ti: 11 u: 

HEIGHT 2 e: 6: o: 
HEIGHT 3 (i 5 o 
HEIGHT 4 s (s) ' a (a:) 
HEIGHT 5 (3L a: 

Table 2 

[— back] [+ back] 
[- rounfl H- round] Lrourgl [+ round] 

[:high, - lowl i i: ii ii: u u: 
t high; low] (e) e: 6 6: o 0° 
thigh + lowL & A: (aLa: .9 (si) 
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four ‘marginal vowels’ will be discussed in 
Sections 2.1—2.3 below. In Section 3, some 
general conclusions will be drawn and fur— 
ther simplification of the system will be 
proposed. 

2. DATA AND DISCUSSION 
2.1. Unrounded short [a] 
This vowel appears on the surface (apart 
from regional dialects) in the following 
cases: (i) In nonfinal closed syllables it 
is the normal (colloquial) realization of 
/a.:/ as in a'ltalânos [altolaznoä ‘general’, 
vâsârvâms Erafiarvazros] ‘mar et town’; 
in certain p onetic contexts with vacilla- 
tion (where the postlexical shortening rule 
concerned is Optional / rate-dependent): 
atækinthstëzl ~ aztzekinthetézg a'ttekinthetô' 
perspicuous . (ii Also with a] ~ [a:] free 

variation in words like spâjz ‘larder’, Svéjc 
‘Switzerland’, Mozart (here, however, ‘free 
variation’ means inter-speaker variability 
rather than intra-speaker vacillation). (iii 
On the other hand, [a] ~ [9] inter-speaker 
variation is found in wor s like gavott 
‘gavotte’, handver ‘gîomputefl hardware’, 
Csajkovszkij ‘Tchai ovsky’, and in hallô 
[haloz] ‘hullo’ as used in phone calls (where 
classical minimal airs can also be found 
for both o] and a:]: halô [a] ‘dying’ vs. 
hallô [a] ‘ ullo’ vs. ha’lo’ [a:] net’). 

The question, then, is what the phono- 
logical status of all these [a]’s should be. 
(Hom now on, I use the symbol [a to refer 
to the underlying a—type - short ack low 
— vowel with no roundness Specification in- 
tended; the choice of symbol is motivated 
by considerations of clarity, i.e. I wanted 
a symbol that is distinct from both a and 
a.) There are a number of convincing argu- 
ments to the effect that [a] behaves mor— 
phophonologically as a nonround vowel (cf. 
the length alternation [a:] ~ /a:/ and the 
vowel harmony alternation [e/ ~ /a / ;  in 
both cases an intermediate nonround low 
back vowel is derived that surfaces via an 
a—[o] realisation rule). Since the round— 
ing of /a/ is phonologically irrelevant (non— 
distinctive) and phonetically rather moder- 
ate as opposed to mid and especially high 
back vowels (though this does not weigh 
much in phonolo ), it is at least possi- 
ble to claim that a/ is in general (i.e. not 
only in the alternating cases) underlyingly 
nonround. It was pointed out in Section l 
above that the centrality of [a:] and the 
fact that in terms of tongue height it is 
lower than : or [9 are just as redundant 

honologi y as t e surface roundness of 
a} is. the [a] u {a:} alternation 

will fit the rest of the pattern where alter— 
nants only differ in length “(cf: 2.2. ou M 

~ fed}. 

Now if we accept this reasoning, the 
following can he said about the three 

roups of surface [a]’s exemplified above: 
i) In addition to the morphophonologi— 

cal rule /a:/—> a/ nyâr ~ nyamt ‘sum- 
mer’ nom.] acc. , fo owed by rounding ad- 
justment /o/—>[o], there is also a surface 
(postlexical) shortening rule that will of 
course apply (much) later than rounding 
adjustment and whose output will there— 
fore remain unrounded. (ii) For speakers 
who say [ëpajzl etc., underlying nonround 
[a] will be a ( 
ing adjustment in these words; for other 
speakers, the lexical representation will be 
/spa:jz/ to which shortening or round- 
ing adjustment is inapplicable. (iii) The 
word build and other similar items (the 
exact range of which varies from speaker 
to speaker) are exceptional in that they 
will be (Optionally or categorically) exempt 
from rounding adjustment / a I -v[3]. Alter— 
natively, in terms of underspecification the- 
ory, garden-variety [a] will be underly— 
ingly unspecified for rounding whereas the 
vowel in hallô etc., as well as spâjz etc. for 
[a] speakers, will be specified as [—round}; 
rounding adjustment would then be a “fil - 
in rule” in that it cannot change feature 
specifications but only fill in blanks; the 
desired result then follows without recourse 
to any exception feature. 

ln sum: If these conjectures are on the 
right track, nonround [a] is not marginal: 
in fact, it  is one of the most loaded mem- 
bers of the Hungarian vowel system; what 
is marginal is the range of cases where it 
surfaces unaltered. 

2.2. Short mid [e] 
The case of this vowel is in some respects 
similar to that of [3;], in others it is quite 
different. On the sur ace it appears with re- 
gional/cultural restrictions (i.e. in certain 
regional varieties): its use is much wider 
than that of — dialectal! - [a], but does not 
include standard Hungarian in the strict 
sense. (The postlexical shortening of /e:/ as 
in the second syllable of keménység ‘hard— 
ness’ results in a vowel tenser than [e], just 
like that of lo: and /ô:/; that is, as was 

ointed out in tion 1 above, [e] and [e:], 
&] and [0:], [6] and [ôz] differ not only in 

ngth but also in tenseness.) 
' If, in stand Budapest Hungarian, 

[e] does not appear even to the limited ex— 
tent that [a] does, why do we mention it 
here? The reason is that Hungarian mor- 
phophonology works as if there was au [e/ 
in the system. The mound member of 
the alternation o ~ I ~ : (at the level of 
the imflxeäate output of the rule) is mid, 
… the {son member of the alterna- 
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exical) exception to round- - 



tiondrv émdthelongmmnberofe~l 
(kefe ~ kefc't ‘brush’ nom. /acc.) are low (at 
the same level), hence an clef-adjustment 
(redundancy) rule is needed to convert such 

erived e’s into a low, and derived é’s into 
a mid (and tenue) vowel. (Alternatively, 
Structure Preservation might produce the 
same effects without an explicit adjustment 
rule.) These facts, however, are still not 
suflicient to justify an underlying [e/ , un- 
less the ambiguous behaviour of [e] in vowel 
harmon could be explained by positing 
mid [e along with low le]. In particular, 
Hungarian vowels fall into three harmonic 
classes as follows: back-harmonic la: a o: 
o u: u/, front-harmonic /ô: 6 ii: ii], and 
neutral ji: i e:/ . Surface [e] is ambiguous 
in that it behaves sometimes as front har- 
monic and sometimes as neutral (see [2] 
for details). It might be a good idea to 
recognize le] as a neutral vowel and [c] 
as a front-harmonic one. In fact, all five- 
vowel solutions implicitly involve this idea. 
Abondolo ([1]:29fi'), for instance, has the 
following system: 

I E A 0 U 

mid — + — + —- 
back - - + + + 

rounded -- - — + + 

plus a (morpheme—sized) ‘front prosody’. 
Cf. also van der Hulst’s similar solution 
couched in autosegmental terms ([2 :279fi'). 
Considerations of space prevent us rom ex— 
ploring the full implications of this type of 
solution; we will rest content with observ- 
ing that, although certain seemingly irreg- 
ular classes of words (e.g. back-harmonic 
monosyllabic stems containing a neutral 
vowel) can be accounted for nicely in terms 
of such systems, positing two underlying 
sources for surface }[e] raises more prob- 
lems than it solves. ence, we will assume 
that the system has only one nonhigh front 
unrounded short vowel. For typographical 
convenience, we will henceforth refer to this 
item as /e/ —— whether it is underlyingly mid 
(hence, exactly parallel to its long cognate 
/e:/ ) or low (hence, identical with its sur— 
face representation [s]) will turn out to be 
irrelevant (see Section 3 below). 

2.3. Long low D:] and [a:] 
Along with t e surface shortening rule 
mentioned in the previous sections, there 
are surface len thening rules as well.‘Pause— 
substituting’ i.e. hesitational or phrase- 
final) and emphatic lengthenings do not 
convert the short vowels into their long 
counterparts; rather, they either leave vowel 
quality unaffected or modify it in another 
direction (eg. emphatic ooolyau ‘so much’ 

with au 0 opener than usual whereas long 
le:] is closer/tense: than 0/). Other es 
of surface lengthening w produce [lilygut 
of [i], [0:] out of [0], etc. For instance, 
names of letters and sounds are usually 
quoted in a lengthened version as in Ezt 
rôvid {id-vet kel! {mi ‘This is spelt with 
short ’, A mogyarban nines rôvid [o:]-m 
végzô'dô szô ‘There are no word-final short 
O’s in Hungarian’, etc. However, such (sur— 
face) lengthening of [a] and E] will pro— 
duce [a:] and [E:], rather than a:] and [ez]. 
(This can be explained simply by assum— 
ing that such lengthening takes place at 
a point where the adjustment rules men— 
tioned above have already applied.) For 
instance, the length of the initial vowels 
in cm [ezrs] ‘this way’ and arm [azra] 
‘that way’ can be derived by compensatory 
lengthening although, on a strictly taxo- 
nomical view, these should be independent 
(micro phonemes, cf. the minimal airs 
erre ‘t 's way’jere ‘his vein’: [are ere and 
arm ‘that way’lam ‘bride’: [a:ro ara . 

The names of the letters/sounds a and 
8 exhibit a curiously intricate pattern. The 
basic case can be observed in contexts like 
nagy a: -val s’rjulc ‘it is spelt with capital 
A’, ketfele [u]-vel beszél ‘he distinguishes 
two types of E in his speech’, etc. (Mini- 
mal pairs can be found again: a-féle [ozfeflE] 
‘of the type A’ vs. afie'le [ofezle] ‘sort of’, 
e-be [szbeL‘into E’ vs. ebe ebe] ‘his dog’, 
:::—has [a: oz ‘to A’ vs. ah oz [ahoz ‘to 
that’, e—szer e:ssr] ‘E times’ vs. eszer eser] 
‘Social-Revolutionary’, and so 011.) On the 
other hand, the musical notes A and E 
are called a:] and [a:], and the word a'be'ce' 
[a:be:tîâe:] alphabet’ itself makes it likely 
that the name of the letter A used to be 
pronounced [a:] (latinate influence?) Let- 
ters used for identification exhibit an even 
more chaotic pattern: the bus 7/a is [he:t 
a:] but a school class 7/0 is [he:t a:] (al— 
though 7/e is [a:] rather than e:]) A e'pû'let 
‘building A’ can be either [a: or a:] but E 
épûlet can only be &: ; in geometry, a pont 
‘point A’ is either a: or [9:] but 6 pont is 
always [8], etc. Abbreviations, if they are 
pronounced as a sequence of letters, con- 
tain [a:] and [e:] if A or E is initial (AB 
‘abortion committee’, EKG ‘electrocardio— 
gram’) but [a:] and F:] if final (M TA ‘Hun— 
garian Academy 0 ciences’, BSE ‘Bu- 
dapest Sports Club’). Those abbreviations 
that are read out as words ( USA ‘United 
States’, ELTE ‘Eëtvôs Lorand University} 
behave as normal words do: they en 
in short [u]/[e] which regularly undergoes 
Low Vowel Len thening ( usazbon] ‘in the 
US’, [dtezräl] ‘Ërom ELT ’), hence they 
are uninteresting for our present'purposes. 
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What is much more interesting though 
is that [a: and E:] never undergo LVL: 
[smtezozvol , not emte:a:vol] if the nomi- 
native is [emtezoz]. (See also the examples 
listed earlier in this paragraph.) 

_Now, are [a:] and [ez] to be regarded as 
independent (micro)phonemes or as rule- 
generated realisations of [OJ/[E]? Cases like 
arm can be explained by (exically con- 
ditioned) compensatory lengthening, de— 
spite the (surface) minimal pairs. But if 
the name of the letter E is underlyingly a 
short /e/, how can its surface lengthening 
block the application of a mo hophono— 
logical rule like LVL (cf. e-nek eznek] ‘for 
E’ 96 ének [eznek] ‘song’ ? Such bleed- 
ing interaction undoubte y runs counter 
to all current assumptions concerning the 
way phonological systems are or anized. 
However, the phenomena discusse in this 
section are both peripheral and variable: 
therefore, the alternative approach (posit— 
ing underlying / a: ] , / e: / ) will be discarded 
here and it will be assumed that some ex- 
ception device takes care of the offending 
cases. 

Table 3 

' Back 

[Ègh i ii — u 

e 6 a o 

Round Round 

3. CONCLUSION 
It was argued above that (i) both [a] and 
[a] go back to underlying /o whose round- 
ness need not be specified; (ii) all instances 
of surface [e] should be derived from a sin— 
gle underlying segment, [e/ , whose low— 
ness need not be specified; and iii) most, if 
not all, instances of [a:] and [c: can be ac- 
counted for as due to surface engthening 
of [a:] (from /a/) and [E:] (from le!), re— 
spectively. All these observations ad up to 
an even more simplified underlyin vowel 
system, given in Table 3. Notice t at the 
shortzlong opposition is assumed to be en— 
coded in V:VV on the skeletal tier (a move 
that would not be possible if the qual— 
ity differences between [3] and [a:], respec— 
tively [c:] and [e:], were regarded as under- 
lying] valid distinctions); notice further 
that [low] is made superfluous as a clas— 
sificatory feature (of course, it continues 

to figure as a phonetic feature that the 
rules of phonetic implementation need td 
refer to). Finally, notice that Table 3 uses 
the unary features High, Back, and Round 
rather than the binary features of Table 2; 
hence, le/ is neither mid nor low — it is 
simply nonhigh; [a] is neither rounded nor 
unrounded — it is simply not characterized 
by the feature Round; and finall , neutre-l 
vowels are not necessarily defin as front; 
they simply share the preperty of not be— 
ing characterized by the feature Back with 
the front-harmonic (front rounded) vowels. 
An alternative possibility (and one more 
in keepiug with most current phomlogica-l 
theories) is recognising the three may fee-. 
tures (or particles, or elements A I U for: 
‘aperture’, ‘palatality’, and ‘la iality’, re-g 
spectively; this gives us the vowel system 
shown in Table 4. Although this version 
loses some of the advantges (listed above) 
of that in Table 3, it is nevertheless superior 
in one respect: unlike the system in Table 3,‘ 
it does not leave any existing vowel of Hun-g 
garian completely unspecified (leaving the 
possibility of empty V for epenthetic view-] 
els that acquire all their properties from 
the environment) and conversely, it does 
not define a vowel (cf. the high back tut—f 
rounded slot in Table 3) that is nonexisteni 
in Hungarian. 

Tobie I 
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